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Ken Dodd cracks . . .

GAGS by DES O'CONNOR

Every Friday 7'

World's Largest Circulation of Any Music Paper

Best 1966 Pics From Camera Press

BEATLES CHRISTMAS MESSAGE TO YOU

ANOTHER SMASH! PAPA'S GOT A BRAND NEW BAG OTIS REDDING on ATLANTIC 364 224

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYONE!
IT'S ALL HAPPENING FOR LULU

Starting Saturday
a series of anything-goes television shows

BY RICHARD GREEN

Trens not worrying type, but...

WASTE is not on tour which may well naturally complete with the Trens. But who has been playing them for the past weeks of tours. It's a waste. However, since "I Shall Be Reclaimed" live made the NME, it is expected to perform the same in this tour.

JOE LASSO LIMITED

JOHNNY HOWARD BAND

STAPLETON-LEPTON ARTISTS & MUSIC LTD.

HIGH IN THE AMERICAN CHARTS

MAGIC LANTERNS

RADIO LUXEMBOURG

MORE BEST PICTURES OF 1968

PAPWORTH FOR RECORDS

PAPWORTH OF NINGHAM
Predictions, hopes for 1969

TEN YEARS OF 1-2-3 IN THE NME POLL
Part two — 1964-68

1969 WILL BE COUNTRY YEAR

Some zany ideas for Christmas presents

ENGELBERT’S DREAM OF CHRISTMAS

ANSWERS TO POPWORD & QUIZ ON PAGE 9

Popword

1968 Quiz

KLUBS ON CAM

FANTASTIC TO HEAR

"I FOUND THE SUN"

MANAGER: JIM McLOUGHLIN 031-CEN 8200

NEXT WEEK

GUN LIFE-LINES

EMI
CHAOS! IN THE LAST FEW WEEKS WE'VE BEEN SATURATED WITH CHART-WORTHY SINGLES

IT'S NOT DOING ANYBODY ANY GOOD

saying reviewer DEREK JOHNSON

It has been a fabulous year for CBS Records

We urge ahead now into 1969 with great new year listening from these fantastic singles...

1968 - JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH

1968 - APRIL, MAY, JUNE

1968 - JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER

1968 - OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, DECEMBER

QUIZ CORNER

NME POP WORD 1

THERE'S NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT

Record Voucher...

Nilsen
Aerial Ballet
F7678 R17973
THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS
The Papas and the Mamas
S17826 R7796
HAROLD McNAIR
S1786
THE MONKEES
The Birds, The Bees, and The Monkees
S17948 R17948
JOSÉ FELICIANO
Feliciano S7846
Fantastic Feliciano
S17913 R77913
JOHN LAINE
Silk and Soul S7707 R17907

ELVIS PRESLEY
Elvis Gold Records
Volume IV S7804 R17924
Speedaway - The Original Soundtrack Recording S7897 R17967
JIM REEVES
A Touch of Sadness S7978 R7976
Elvis Songs of Christmas R7653

MALCOLM ROBERTS
Mr. Roberts R7940
OLIVER
S8677 R8677
AIR
S7969 R7969
BOUNCE OF MUSIC
S86616 R86616

RCA
ENGELBERT, MARY HOPKIN
SIX-WEEK CONCERT TOUR

ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK is to undertake an extensive British concert tour in the spring, with Mary Hopkin as special guest star on all the shows. The tour has been set for March, with the first concert scheduled for March 15th. The tour will visit many of Britain’s principal cities and will include over 50 concerts. The shows will be devoted almost entirely to Engelbert and Mary—who will both be accompanied by a large orchestra.

A new group—Mason, Capaldi, Wood, Frog

This new group, which has emerged from the remnants of the now-defunct Traffic Jam in I Don't Believe You, is expected to make its debut in early March. The group is comprised of four members: Mason, Capaldi, Wood, and Frog. The band’s debut single, “I Don’t Believe You,” is expected to be released in mid-March. The group is being managed by the same manager who handled Traffic Jam.

FOUNTAINS ALBUM

The Fountains’ latest album, “In the Still of the Night,” is expected to be released in early April. The album features the group’s most popular single, “In the Still of the Night,” which was released last year and reached the top of the charts.

HOMER TO HOST MAJOR U.S. TV SERIES; HOLLYWOOD FILM DEAL

Homer’s management company, Homer Enterprises, has signed a deal to produce a major U.S. TV series, and a Hollywood film deal has been announced. The series will be produced in Hollywood and is expected to air on a major network.

4-DAY GUIDE TO ALL XMAS RATIO AND TELEVISION

CHRISTMAS EVE

Sandy Dee Sings Les Reed

CHRISTMAS DAY

NEW DAVE DEE SINGLE: RECORD PANTO BOOKING

HERMANN TO HOST MAJOR U.S. TV SERIES; HOLLYWOOD FILM DEAL

Hermann’s management company, Herman Enterprises, has signed a deal to produce a major U.S. TV series, and a Hollywood film deal has been announced. The series will be produced in Hollywood and is expected to air on a major network.